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Letter from the President

Dear IAAND Members and Supporters,

 

It is so exciting to write “Dear IAAND members and

supporters” for the first time! These are precious

times to me, as the 2017-2018 IAAND President, and

for all our organization members as we continue to

grow and expand our horizons.

Our planet is going through many changes, we have

changed the way we eat, the way we exercise, our

lifestyles, but also we have changed the way we

approach our profession, the way we participate in

our societies. Those changes influence the way we
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now see our world and the needs of a changing environment express themselves in a different

way. IAAND does not escape change and evolution. The world we live in is global, is a place

where we have to think: “what happens here, has an impact there”, and so IAAND with almost 80

countries in the scope, is immerse in a constant movement and evolution.

Several years ago, the American Dietetic Association changed its name to the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics, this decision was made for promoting the evidence-based background of

practice and academic expertise of the membership.  After internal deliberation, a proposal for a

name change was introduced to the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics based the on consultation

process within the organization, the results: it was approved. Then, after a successful voting

process within our membership, we changed our name to: International Affiliate of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics- IAAND.

During the Food & Nutrition Conference and Expo (FNCE) this year, we had wonderful

achievements: we changed our name and made it public, we had a successful international

reception where we celebrated our awardees as well as the Wimpfheimer-Guggenheim

awardees, we had a very nice IAAND breakfast for networking with people all over the globe. 

Additionally, we had a well attended IAAND session to present the amazing initiative of Kids Eat

Right International Campaign, the Middle East Dietitian/Nutritionist Assessment  (MEDNA) project

results presented in a brilliant poster, and we joined the celebration of the Academy’s 100 years

celebration. We also enjoyed a nice visit during our Board of Directors midyear meeting from the

Academy President and President-elect, Donna Martin and Mary Russell, who explained the need

for further collaboration with the Academy.

During this last quarter of the year, we also had a gathering in Buenos Aires, Argentina in the

context of the International Conference of Nutrition (ICN, 2017) where we had another opportunity

for a face to face meeting among IAAND members. Those opportunities are very valuable for all

of us because we can see each other, talk about our jobs, our interest and ultimately on how

IAAND can support dietitians of around the globe.

Also, I want to highlight the excellent job our leadership team and Board of Directors members are

doing, as well of the members of all the committees and country representatives and our

wonderful Executive Director.  None of these achievements would have been possible without you

all! It is a pleasure to work with such a diverse team, that has so many good initiatives, such a
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different approaches but is so efficient, in diversity we found the enrichment for the great

achievements we had!

 

As I said before, we live in a changing world, we live in a world that is experiencing a trend toward

obesity yet millions of people still live in hunger, we can see the opulent world in one side but see

how a proportion of the population struggles for making a living with an income of under one dollar

per day. The world needs us: the people who work for achieving a better nutrition with justice for

all.

With this changing and challenging environment, we embraced the process of updating or bylaws,

in such a speedy transforming world, we need to revise accordingly what we are doing, how are

we doing it and opportunities for IAAND. You will soon hear about a vote, please take the time and

check the updates; we want you in there, we want your participation, we want your input. Finally, I

want to remind all of our members that if you want to join our leadership team, please contact us,

let us know your interest and we will be more than happy to help you identify an available position

that matches your interest. Also, if you have an idea, an interest to share, please let us know, we

want to know you better, we want to learn from you.

Wishing you the best for the upcoming holiday season.

Cheers,

 

Marianella Herrera DSc, MSc, MD

President, American Overseas Dietetic Association

president@eatrightoverseas.org
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If Dietetics Is Your Profession, Policy Should Be Your
Passion.
Written by Marianella Herrera, DSc, MSc, MD, IAAND President

"If dietetics is your profession, policy should be your passion" - this is the slogan for the Public

Policy Workshop and the Academy Public Policies activities.

I work in public policy, to be more specific, I am a professor and researcher in the field of food and

nutrition policies. In addition, I conduct population studies for designing public policy, and I have

been on several teams that are connected with policy makers. That is why telling you this feels so

strange: when I was asked by a colleague to attend to this Public Policy Workshop, and I found

the slogan, I didn’t understand what its real meaning was.

I am fortunate enough to have had the opportunities in the past and present to interact with the

Venezuelan National Assembly representatives, the Latin American Parliament, the European

Community Parliament and the officials of the Representative Camera of Buenos Aires,

Argentina. Aditionally, I have had the opportunity to work with local governments in Venezuela.  In

the rush of my duties as a professor and researcher, my interaction with policy makers was, as

one would expect, to explain the relevance of applying some interventions, why should a policy

include more than the “status quo” for a politician, why would that be of benefit for them. Many

http://mailchi.mp/5ca26a877185/ht4iqubtp5-1343573?e=%5BUNIQID%5D#5
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times during those encounters, I’ve been frustrated, because in spite of being a mediator on

behalf of science, so evidence based interventions would be implemented, not always I could

achieve an understanding of neither the situation nor the intervention my team was suggesting.

The history of humanity is full of examples where policies were not the best for solving a problem.

Many times, I felt devastated because after our talks, after explaining evidence based solutions,

our proposals were discarded.

I arrived in Washington DC in late June 2017, after attending several introductory webminars

related to what to expect, what was the idea of the interaction with House of Representatives

persons and what my role as a dietitian would be.

To my surprise, the first talk to the PPW audience was about how to approach the policy maker,

politician, representative you are expected to talk to. The details the speaker went into were as

many as, which city was he/she born in? What is his current position (of course!) Can we learn

more about his/her life? What is valuable for this person? What is his/her profession and/or

occupation? Does he/she has had in the past any interaction with the nutrition and health world?

Is this person by any chance a Doctor? A Dietitian? Does he/she has a spouse who is a dietitian?

Does he has a diabetic son/daughter? What is the life style of this representative? Is he enrolled

for running a marathon? What would be the trigger for motivation to go for more support toward

nutrition and health initiatives?

When I saw the intense way of the speaker for telling the audience what to look for in a policy

maker when preparing for a meeting, I saw what I was missing. I and I would say all of us need to

go beyond the face of policy making, we need to explore the person we have in front, and so we

explore ourselves. Do we as dietitians are aware of how important physical activity is? Or we just

take into account food intake, how to talk to, let’s say a senator that will be running a marathon

without knowing what that is like? And I don’t say you have to be a runner to talk to this imaginary

senator, but what I say, if that is the senator you will be talking to, you need to understand what is

like to be physically active, in terms of what is important for the person, the time that is spent in

training for a marathon, or the reasons why he became a runner.  Again let’s say the senator

became a runner because in the past he wanted to promote physical activity in his/her circuit? He

became active because he had an obese son he wanted to support? We now understand why it is

important to know beyond the structured public policy academic framework, what to know when

talking to a policy maker, or a stake holder that will influence decision making. So let’s say what is
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the trigger motivator for this person, and think what motivates us as dietitians.

Later on PPW, we started working on our speech to the representative or their staffers, how to link

what we need them to know with what there are already doing, meaning if you have a

representative recognized for their job on public transportation, you might want to highlight the

field of active transportation on obesity prevention and what strategies you expect him/her to

include. For working on key messages to leave them with, these have to be simple but relevant, if

you have a key data tell them, but do not overwhelm them with data that will be lost, keep it at the

level they will remember the relevance of your message: one in five school age children in the US

is obese, 93% of Venezuelan households do not have enough income to buy foods, 33% of

Mexicans with diabetes do not know they have this disease, these are strong figures and they will

be remembered if accompanied by a short introduction, and strong conclusion. Always remember

that politicians and policy members are short on time.

These two key and pragmatic learnings is what I wanted to share with you IAAND members. All of

you working in public policy might at some point have been so deep into the design and

conceptualization of a public policy that you might easily forget how to talk to a policy maker. It

might sound very obvious to learn about who you are talking to, but if you don’t have a check list

you might lose the opportunity to talk about dietary recommendations for diabetic population,

because you did not know how sensitive the person is because he has a child with diabetes. On

the other hand you might be overwhelming the person with medical nutrition terminology (easily

understood by us) and exhaustive data, only to be out of time to give the key message.

As I prepared and re-arranged my key message to talk to a staffer who belongs to a team of a

people that supports NASA projects and transit authorities in Texas, I realized that the prevention

obesity act should be introduced in a different way. How important are all types of transportation?

What difference can be made by improving not only the traditional transportation but also the

various activities that might be involved, such as cycling and walking? And then how do

we enhance and promote those within the transit authority? These are all just ideas.

I am also working along with a deputy from the Venezuelan National Assembly, and I focussed my

research on her, only to understand that she was all her life a person interested in good nutrition

and that I could eventually talk with more “refined” nutrition terminology. This fact gave me the

opportunity to explore new frontiers for solutions on the Venezuelan food crisis, as we engaged in
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deeper nutrition discussions.

I am sure that from now on I will be less disappointed talking to policy makers, and yes, now I

understand that we all want to improve nutrition for all, that is why if you are a dietitian, policy

should be your passion, because we all want the best for our population, and we all want the best

interventions, so talk to your representative, you are the expert!

Fall 2017 House of Delegates Meeting Recap
Written by Naomi Trostler, PhD RD FAND, IAAND HOD Delegate

During the fall 2017 HOD Meeting on October 20-21, 2017 in Chicago, IL, the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics House of Delegates (HOD) discussed two topics:

#1 Championing Nutrition and Dietetics Practitioners in Roles of Leadership in Public Health

The mega issue question discussed, using the Appreciative Inquiry (AI) process, was:

How can nutrition and dietetics practitioners secure influential public health positions in

institutions, organizations, and government bodies?

The objectives for discussion in the first session were:  

1. Understand the relevance of public health leadership roles to the profession;

2. Recognize themes or significant trends among leaders that facilitated their rise to public health

leadership;

3. Stimulate discussions on what systems, structures, and collaborations must be in place to help

nutrition and dietetics practitioners pursue this high level of leadership;

4. Identify key action steps nutrition and dietetics practitioners can take to:

a. prepare for and pursue public health leadership positions, and

b. advocate for current and future opportunities.

Ten areas of action emerged: Advocacy and Policy Experiences; Boots on the Ground; Building

Professional and Personal Relationships; Collaboration; Communication Skills; Complementary

Skill Development; Mentoring; Outcomes and Data Management; Technology; Volunteer

Experiences.

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/leadership/house-of-delegates/about-the-house-of-delegates/the-academys-house-of-delegates-whats-it-all-about
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In the following session delegates brainstormed ideas for advancing leadership roles in public

health and answered the following questions:

What action steps or changes are needed to make your theme a reality, in order to prepare us to

pursue public health leadership positions?

What would represent a “breakthrough achievement” for your theme area?

Currently, the House Leadership Team (HLT) will be discussing the next steps for the deploy

phase of AI.

·

#2 Draft Code of Ethics: Education and Communication Strategies

The dialogue question on the second day, using the Appreciative Inquiry (AI) process was: How

can we communicate and educate relevant stakeholders on the finalized and approved Code of

Ethics?

The objectives for the discussion were:

1. Identify effective communication and education strategies for the final revised and approved

code of ethics;

2. Assist in identifying case examples/scenarios related to the proposed principles in the draft

code of ethics.

Delegates brainstormed ideas. The HLT will share the ideas generated with the Code of Ethics

Task Force and Ethics Committee.

 

Fall 2017 Academy Updates and Presentations were provided to the delegated by: ·

Academy Committee and Task Force Reports; ·President; · Treasurer; · Foundation Chair; · 

Nominating Chair.

Additional Information for members can be found here.

Report of IUNS 21st ICN in Buenos Aires, Argentina
Written by Alice Koryo-Dabrah, Lecturer, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics, Univerisity of

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/leadership/house-of-delegates/about-hod-meetings/fall-meeting-materials
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Health and Allied Sciences, Ho, Ghana. IAAND Educational Stipend Award Winner.

I am very grateful to the International Affiliate of Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (IAAND) for

giving me support and the opportunity to attend the IUNS 21st ICN held at the Sheraton Hotel,

Buenos Aires, Argentina, from the 15th – 20th October, 2017. The ICN is held every four years

and it is the largest international nutrition conference. The conference provides the platform for

nutrition scientist (researchers, academia, field practitioners, international organizations, policy

makers and industry) across the globe to report and share their research findings as well as their

experiences in the field of nutrition. The conference theme for this year was ‘’from sciences to

nutrition security.’’

My abstract, ‘’Determinants of energy and nutrient intakes among

pregnant women in Accra, Ghana’’ was selected for a poster

presentation and was presented on Monday, 16th October, 2017

between the hours of 11:30 to 12:30. My abstract was not selected

for oral presentation, nonetheless I was happy with the interaction,

feedback and the new ideas from those who visited my stand.

Also, I had the opportunity to meet with some IAAND members for

networking and the highlight of that meeting for me, was personally

meeting for the first time with IAAND President Marianella

Herrera and Prof. Sylvia Scott-Stump, author of Krause’s Food and

the Nutrition Care Process. I also had the privilege to attend FANUS meeting to discuss issues of

nutrition research in Africa and how faculty, graduate students and post-doctoral fellows can

contribute to nutrition research in Africa. The conference gave me the opportunity to interact and

seek feedback from academics, researchers and professionals especially during breaks. This has

enhanced my network with professionals in nutrition. Attending the conference has been a great

motivation for me to work in the field of nutrition.
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From the poster and oral presentations, together with the

plenary lectures and symposia it is evident that nutrition has

made a significant impact however there is the need to fill

identified gaps with cross cutting edge research especially

from those of us in Africa. I had the opportunity to personally

meet with nutrition giants and authors whose articles I have

read severally. The conference provided relevant areas of

further research into nutrition.

The conference met my expectation. I really learned a lot from

the oral sessions and plenary lectures which has increased my

knowledge base and built my capacity as a young faculty. This

conference also made it possible to start some networking with

some colleagues I met in academia and industry for possible

research collaboration as well as research support from

industry.

Once again I want to show my appreciation to the IAAND for giving me this great experience and

exposure. I came back from the conference very rich in knowledge on current issues in nutrition in

the world today. I am looking forward to attending the 22nd ICN 2021 in Japan.
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Romina Defranchi, Jessica Lorenzo, Erin Kappelhof, Marianella Herrera, Bia Rique, Alice Koryo-

Dabrah, Eunice Berko

Asia Travel part 2
Written by Beatriz U. Dykes, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND, IAAND Phillipines Country

Representative

India (February 14 – 26, 2017) Bangalore

I met Sheela Krisnaswamy, MS, RD during the meetings and conventions of the International

Congress of Dietetics (ICD) held in the USA, Australia, and Spain.  I, therefore, contacted her

prior to my trip to India.  Through Ms. Krisnaswamy, I gave a presentation to the Indian Dietetics

Association, Bangalore chapter  on Food Service Trends in Health Care in the 21st Century on

February 14, 2017. The president of the Bangalore Dietetic Association, Geetha Santosh, PhD,

RD made it possible for me to meet the many members who attended it.  While there, I was also

able to go to a small hospital and saw how the meal planning and distribution to patients are

done.  All the dietitians I met in Bangalore and especially Sheela who, with her husband, were my

hosts were delightful and exceptional. 

 

The wonderful Dietitians in Bangalore 
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New Delhi

Neelajana Singh, RD president of the Indian Dietetics Association, Delhi Chapter was my host in

New Delhi.  She made it possible for me to stay at the Guest House of the University of Delhi

while taking me around the city.  I gave the same presentation (Food Service Trends in Health

Care in the 21st Century) on February 16, 2017 to the dietitians, faculty, and students. The venue

was the Paras Hospital.  

 

Dr. Beatriz Dykes at the podium
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New Delhi dietitians’ meeting at Paras Hospital

 

My meetings with the dietitians in both Bangalore and New Delhi were wonderfully attended and t

was so nice to meet my Indian colleagues.

For the next two weeks, I toured India with my college classmate (also a dietitian) and her

husband.
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Ganga River

Vietnam (February 27 - March 4, 2017)

Hanoi

A travel grant from Monsanto through my friend and colleague, Milton Stokes, PhD, RDN, made it

possible for me to be at Hanoi, Vietnam, where I gave a presentation on Addressing the

Challenges of Nutrition in Rural Areas on March 3, 2017 to administrators, faculty, and students at

Hanoi University. Dr. Milton Stokes gave a presentation on Food Waste and Food Loss:

Challenges and Opportunities while Dr. Harvey Glick, Director of Scientific Affairs, Monsanto

presented Sustainable Food Security at the Farm Level.

Before I went to Vietnam, I contacted Dr. Shigeru Yamamoto from Tokyo University.  As one of the

dietitians in Asia doing research and studies, Dr. Yamamoto works actively with dietitians in the

Philippines.  From him, I connected with Dr. Vuth it Hien, the head of the Food and Nutrition at the

Vietnam National Institute of Health (NIN). Through Dr. Hien, both Dr. Milton Stokes and I

attended a special day-long meeting at the NIN where the directors and staff provided us with

their many programs and ideas.  We were also treated to touring the city that included the

museum, Ho Chi Minh memorial, and the local market (shops). 

It is interesting to know that our dietitians-nutritionist colleagues in the Philippines are helping the

Vietnamese in its education and practices.  Names as Dr. Agdeppa (who was just in Hanoi weeks

before we arrived) and Dr. Barba, as well as Ms. Serra were shared with us.
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At the National Institute of Nutrition

 

Meal Frequency Around the World: What Can We
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Learn From Other Cultures? 
Written by Romina Defranchi, Licenciada en Nutrición (AR). Dietetic Technician Registered (US)

IAAND Professional Development Chair, IAAND Country Representative Argentina

Many cultures eat smaller frequent meals while others stick to three.  What are the health

implications? Well, there is no global consensus on how many meals one should eat to stay

healthy. If the goal is general health and wellness one should aim to find a consistent eating

frequency that allows you to stay full while maintaining caloric balance. Quality of meals and

quantity of nutrients at the end of the day are more important that meal frequency alone.  Plus,

meal frequency is determined by individual nutrition needs, lifestyle and culture. Here are some

meal patterns in different cultures provided by the IAAND Country Representatives (CR):

Argentina (CR Romina Defranchi): Dietary Guidelines for Argentineans recommends having 4

meals a day: breakfast, lunch, afternoon meal (merienda) and dinner. That’s the most common

pattern, being breakfast and merienda smaller meals. Dinner tends to be the biggest meal and is

usually late (around 9pm). Yogurt and fresh fruits are common snacks.

Czech Republic (CR Terezie Mosby):  3 meals and 2 snacks a day are common. Breakfast is

usually pastry and milk. Snacks can be also a pastry or open face sandwiches (Czechs eat a lot

of bread), or fruit.

Dominican Republic (CR Anayanet Jackez): 3 meals a day, with a big breakfast made of

plantains (mangu), fried eggs, white cheese or fried salami with cooked onions on top.  It is not

frequent to have snacks during the day but some enjoy eating tropical fruit. Lunch is the heaviest

meal of the day, which includes large amount of rice and beans with some meat (stewed chicken

or pork). Dinner tends to be similar to breakfast.

Germany (CR Nichole Erickson): During weekdays most people eat 3 meals a day- the main

meal is usually eaten at lunch and Brotzeit (bread with different toppings) is eaten generally in the

morning and evening. Muesli with yoghurt is an alternative to bread for breakfast. Over the

weekends (especially Sunday) many eat a long drawn out brunch. On such days two meals are

normal. Some skip lunch on the weekend for coffee and cake.

Greece (CR Elena Paravantes): Greeks typically have 4 meals a day (breakfast, lunch,
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afternoon coffee and dinner). Traditionally the largest meal was lunch, but many have changed

their habits to a more westernized style of living. Greeks eat a late dinner (9-10 pm). If lunch was

substantial, then dinner is lighter like fruit with yogurt, sandwich, salad or a small amount of

leftovers.

Jamaica (CR Patricia Thompson):  Farming communities have 2 large main meals daily ('lunch'

is called dinner and taken between 2-3 p.m.) with lots of snacking in between - fruit, juice, local

sweet 'meats' e.g. made from coconut.  In urban areas, they have three main meals (breakfast,

lunch and dinner) with different kinds of snacks such as chips, fast food etc.

Laos (CR Joanna Cummings): 3 meals with small portion sizes and sticky rice as a staple

(which is rolled into little balls and used as a utensil).  People in urban areas eat: breakfast (rice

porridge with fish, pork or water buffalo and tropical fruits); lunch (noodle soup with fish, chicken

or pork) and dinner (“laap” - a minced meat and herb dish eaten with sticky rice). People living in

rural communities may not have as much meat and are typically subsistence farmers that fish,

hunt wild game or recollect leaves, roots, mushrooms.

Malawi (CR Tessa Acker): meal frequency is typically 3 meals per day, sometimes just lunch and

dinner. Lunch and dinner usually include nsima (a ground corn patty)with some vegetable and

meat, if available. Sometimes, breakfast may just be tea.

Mexico (CR Virginia Tijerina Walls):  we usually have 3 meals and a merienda. Breakfast, lunch

(which usually is between 1 to 3 pm and is the most important meal of the day), merienda or

snack between 4 to 6 pm and dinner from 7 pm to later.

Netherlands (CR Emmy Steiner):  3 meals a day. We mostly eat bread or cereal in the morning,

bread in the afternoon (often we have a glass of milk with it) and in the evening a warm meal,

traditionally made of boiled potatoes, meat and vegetables, although we have more and more

influences from other cuisines and more variety these days.

Phillipines (CR Beatriz Dykes):  3 main meals and 2-3 meriendas in between. As a rule,

sandwiches are considered snacks or meriendas and not part of a main meal. Rice is used at

each of the 3 main meals, usually. Milk is not usually part of the main meal. 
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UK (Student CR Kamelia Burjuklieva):  3 main meals a day: breakfast, lunch, and dinner (or

supper). Typically, the biggest meal is in the evening, except for Sundays when lunch is also

known as “Roast Dinner”.  During the weekend, families and friends have “brunch” and/or

“afternoon tea” (with finger sandwiches, scones with clotted cream, cakes, etc. and, of course, tea

with milk). 

Thailand (CR Pradtana Tapanee): 3 meals a day, being breakfast the biggest meal followed by

lunch. Some people have snacks between breakfast-lunch and in the afternoon. We eat rice

(staple grain) with side dishes and fruit or bread for a snack.

Bottom line: meal patterns are varied across the globe and good nutrition it’s not about number of

meals only. Although the westernization of lifestyles in many countries challenges the traditions of

cooking homemade meals and to eat as a family, we as food and nutrition experts can help

people to have a more holistic attitude about food, emphasizing higher nutrition quality, more

diverse foods and meal sharing like many cultures do. 

IAAND Member Corner: Meet our Members
Written by Kamelia Bujuklieva, dietetic student King's College London (UK), IAAND Student

Outreach Co-Chair

In this quarterly Passport newsletter, we are

introducing you to Chere Bork. She is a native

American living in Minneapolis, Minnesota and even

though she joined IAAND just recently- a year ago,

she has been in the dietetic field for more than 30

years.

In the interview, Chere did not only open up about her

life experiences, but also emphasized on the

emotional impact they have had on her career choices

and personal beliefs.

Her passion and energy cannot be left unnoticed. She

has worked in a clinical setting at several hospitals, taught nutrition and hospitality courses at a
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college to nutrition and hotel restaurant students, opened a Dairy Council office in Northern

Wisconsin and provided consulting for nursing homes.  Later on she started in private practice

doing wellness coaching and happiness coaching for busy overworked adults. She has been a

media spokesperson for food brands on both TV and radio. About 9 years ago, she transitioned to

coaching Registered Dietitians and their spouses, which is what Chere hopes to continue doing in

the future as well. Despite having changed her line of work throughout the years, it seems as if

her ultimate goal has remained the same: to teach people how to live up to their potential and

spread the word of the importance of positivity.

Listening to her story, it is obvious that Chere has always been very enthusiastic about the topics

of health and wellbeing. When she was little her dream was to become a doctor, but she recalls

her granny saying that this was too weary of a job for a young lady. Shadowing the work of a

dietitian as a student and the traditions of preparing food for her younger sisters with her mother

led to her choosing to pursue a degree in dietetics. Despite being quite a long time ago, her

training to become a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist (RDN) had been the standard one for the

United States: a bachelor’s degree and an ACEND® accredited supervised practice program.

However, Chere did not stop there. Instead of specializing into the more clinical fields of the

profession, however, she chose to look at food from another perspective, different from the literal

one as a source of energy. She got more into the psychological and social aspects of it and

eventually ended up tackling more existential questions far beyond calorie counting and diet

regimes. Chere told me: “I realized it was not what people were eating as what was eating them”

that was affecting their health-both physical and mental,  which is what motivated her to become a

life coach in 2000. It seems as if getting fired from her job in 2003 changed her routine for the

better- “a blessing in disguise” as she called it. She started working full-time from home doing

virtual life coaching and speaking practice, not having to worry for commuting or not having time

to cook- an activity she has always enjoyed.

The main focus of her work now is to help dietitians and not only to live their life to the fullest while

at the same maximizing the success of their businesses. She has become known as the Dietitian

Life Coach. Chere is a professional motivational speaker called the “Energy Igniter.” and also a

member of the National Speaker Association Minnesota Chapter.  For many years she was an

instructor for the Chapter and taught the Apprentice training program and the Graduate training

program teaching people how to become speakers. Her role is to help people realize they can

give themselves permission to let go of the drains in their energy, money, relationships and health.

She inspires people to live life on their terms with no regrets. She emphasizes on the importance
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of  personalizing every presentation with interviews from the audience. Her goal is to speak at

every state Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics annual meeting. She is enthusiastic about

speaking in a few other countries too (invitations expected!). Her keynote speech for dietitians is

Marketing You: 3 Steps to Attract What You Want with Enthusiasm, Empowerment and Energy.  In

2014, Chere was president of the Nutrition Entrepreneurs Dietetic Practice Group of the Academy

of Nutrition and Dietetics. Since then, every Monday she sends out a positivity email to our

members to jump-start their week making her known as the NE Positivity Ambassador.

She is also a Certified Law of Attraction Facilitator®. Law of Attraction is the science of getting

more of what you want and less of what you don’t want. It helps people become deliberate

attractors and creators. Law of Attraction has only 3 steps, she describes: What do you desire?

Give your desire attention and allow it to happen. She offers practical every day ideas and tools

that are blend of her science background, dietetics, life coaching and Law of Attraction and

personal experiences.

Yes, Chere’s many initiatives and the people she speaks to daily, definitely keep her busy, but

being her own boss, she always finds time to relax and enjoy the beauty of Minnesota. In a state

with 10,000 lakes, she is bound to love kayaking. She also enjoys swimming several times a

week. Apart from the water sports, she loves spending time gardening and volunteering for her

church. In terms of cooking, her latest interest is in gluten free meals as she was recently

diagnosed with gluten sensitivity.

You are welcome to check out and subscribe to her page for weekly motivational messages on or

follow her on Twitter: @cherebork and Facebook: Savor Your Life Today.

IAAND Member Corner: Meet our Members
Written by Kamelia Bujuklieva, dietetic student King's College London (UK), IAAND Student

Outreach Co-Chair

In this passport article, we wanted to introduce you to yet another IAAND member we met at the

FNCE Conference. This is Rita K. Batheja, MS RDN CDN FAND AFMCP a professional in the

field of dietetics for 44 years. She kept the spontaneity of the flash interview with very concise

answers and wholehearted advice. Originally from Mandvi-Kutch- Gujarat State- India, Rita is now

living and practicing in Baldwin Harbor-Long Island New York. When I asked her about her

motivation to study nutrition at a time when it was not still such a hot topic, she said it was her

http://www.cherebork.com/
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aunt who chose for her to go into Nutrition

which is suitable for girls; she laughs. Rita

graduated from the Maharaja Sayajirao

University of Baroda, India. What impressed

me the most is the importance they seemed

to put on education in India: no part-time jobs,

full dedication on the studies, and providing

the students with world-class updated

resources. Rita recalls her lecturer using the

same textbooks as the ones used in New

York University (NYU ) at the time. This solid

preparation must have been key to her

smooth transition to her practice in the US.

Her ambition, intellect, and patience led her

on a long, but exciting journey. Dedication,

however, did not mean self-neglect or underestimating her abilities, but rather doing everything to

the best of her knowledge. An example of that philosophy of hers was when she had to start

working right after graduating and moving to the Big Apple. She faced employers asking for her

experience, but she had the courage to explain she was still learning and has to start somewhere

in order to progress. She started off in a furniture manufacturing company, but this was only until

she could find something related to her degree and interests. Self-respect has always been key to

Rita. Growing in a culture with mainly lacto-vegetarian, she couldn’t bear her work as a food

service supervisor where she had to be around meat all the time, so again she was not ashamed

to speak up. She admits being challenging to find a job in a hospital because of the huge

competition with American residents. She was requested to take a first full time job in a 280-bed

Jewish nursing home in Far Rockway, New york. Yes, to some it might have been depressing, but

she found it inspiring as it felt as if caring for her grandparents. Anyways, having a tunnel vision

and goal on her mind kept her going and soon afterwards she discovered new horizons of the

nutrition profession as job offers started falling into her lap.

Rita is currently in private practice specializing in Integrative and Functional Medicine and she

wishes to continue doing so, inspiring as many trainees and professionals in the field because, as

she believes, this is what comes naturally once you are satisfied with your own achievements. Not
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surprisingly for her scientific nature and commitment to people’s health and well-being, she has

been spending time researching the developing field of Integrative and Functional Medicine on a

daily basis..

To wrap up this inspirational conversation, Rita sent us all this positive message: “Keep crazy,

normal is boring “. Keep giving unselfishly without thinking of yourself. “ When you help other

people you automatically get helped “and “ See you at the top!”

Country Representative Corner
Compiled and edited by Lisa Dorfman, MS, RD, CSSD, LMHC, FAND and CR-Chair

 
Happy fall, it’s a thrill to get the year started with our amazing group of 34+ energetic, passionate,

brilliant IAAND CRs. Our CRs are involved with research, presentations, media and

communications globally. Their work is highly valuable for the international community and our

profession. Please reach out to your CR to learn more about becoming involved with IAAND.

I am also thankful this holiday season—humbled and honored to serve as your Country

Representatives Chair. It was a pleasure to meet new & familiar faces at our FNCE reception,

breakfast, booth & business meeting. I was also blessed to meet one of our CR’s beautiful

daughters. Thank you Czech Republic Country Representative, Terezie Mosby for sharing your

daughter with us!

We are still building our team, looking for members interested in taking this leadership role to

collaborate & communicate with colleagues, the public and press globally. Please keep up with

our newsletter for openings as we are looking to fill our Canadian, several South American and

African positions. Send me an email if you are interested in joining our team!

See what some of CRs have been doing over the summer months:

Argentina

Romina Barritta de Defranchi

Held a meeting with IANND members in Argentina; provided assistance to local colleagues, who

requested information on how to become Academy/IAAND members; contributed a blog post for

the FNM website.

mailto:CR-Chair@eatrightoverseas.org
https://foodandnutrition.org/blogs/stone-soup/meal-frequency-around-world-can-learn-cultures/%C2%A0
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Photo with Charmain Tan (middle) Melinda Boyd (right) ESPEN congress Netherlands.

Germany

Nicole Erickson

Presentations for the Austrian dietetics oncology working group; appeared on an evening weekly

news report on national television.

 

Hong Kong

Charmain Tan

Welcomed new members; Attended ESPEN in The Hague and met with fellow IAAND members;

working with IAAND – Professional Development Committee for providing CPE approved, RD

guided food and culture tour after ACD conference at The 7th Asian Congress of Dietetics (ACD)

in Hong Kong ‘18

 

Italy

Martha Rahm (Country Representative Award ’17) 

Responded to USA students and recently graduated nutritionist who are interested in finding jobs

in Italy and addressed them to the Dept. of Defense site for RDs position on Italy’s military bases.

Slow Food Youth Group. Involvement with several activities related to collaboration with Edible

Garden at the School where I work; attended teachers training for Edible Gardens at Occidental

CA.

http://www.ardmediathek.de/tv/Plusminus/Mangelern%C3%A4hrung-von-Patienten-Was-in-Kl/Das-Erste/Video?bcastId=432744&documentId=46086326
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Jamaica

Patricia Thompson

Updated members on local events and happenings especially the AGM of the local association

JAPINAD where there are ongoing discussions and debate on professional titles and whether we

should continue with two separate titles or have all persons register with a single title; submitted

article on “Obesity and Food Abuse – The True Story” that was published in our local national

newspapers; presented at a local symposium on “Nutrition and Productivity”. The second part of

my textbook for teaching Food and Nutrition at the Advanced Curriculum level of the Caribbean

Examinations Council (CXC) and the Associate Degree level is now complete and will be released

this month to the schools.  It is entitled “Caribbean Applied Food and Nutrition” with the caption

‘From Farm to Fork’.

 

Japan

Amanda Berhaupt-Glickstein

Met with members about work opportunities; Interviewed by Argentina CR Romina Defranchi for

article; asked for advice by member on healthy Japanese foods to appeal to children in her new

work setting; scheduled nutrition workshop for parents of young children; submitted two articles to

peer reviewed journals.

 

Mexico

Virginia Tijerina

Contacted IAAND members from Mexico to provide information about FNCE abstract submission

deadlines; answered on average 30 requests about IAAND membership information since I made

several posts in FB nutrition pages; continued working in KERI campaign implementing RD parent

empowerment in Mexico; interviewed by CR Chair Lisa Dorfman for website profile; assisted to

ICDA meetings as member of the Mexican College of Dietitians.

 

Republic of Korea

Dervisé D. Ugursal (Dee Dee)

My job involves supporting the healthcare-related projects of South Korean government overseas

mainly within the EU region and the US working alongside the Ministry of Health and Welfare of

Korea. If I could be of any assistance to any of our members or those interested in moving to

Korea, please do not hesitate to contact me anytime.
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Laos

Joanna Cummings

We have 1 member at this time. I spoke to one RD about volunteering in Laos as part of the Lao-

American Nutrition Institute; continue to work closely with the hospital directors, Ministry of Health

and NGO’s to firmly establish clinical nutrition as a job duty in all hospitals in Lao. 

 

Philippines

Beatriz U. Dykes, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND

Five NDAP/AND members from the Philippines attended FNCE; responding to questions on the

PRC/CDR reciprocity; Philippines is one of the four countries with this; helped NDAP members

become AND members; These past few months, the Philippine Regulations Commission (PRC)

had made it mandatory for all Registered Nutritionists-Dietitians to have 15 hours per year of

continuing education; law (Professional Development of 2016) RA # 10912 now being

implemented through the Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) this is a mandatory

regulation by the Philippine government and not just the professional organization.

IAAND on Twitter IAAND on Facebook IAAND on the Web

IAAND Mission is…

Empower members though professional development and promote international collaboration in the

global nutrition and dietetics community

 

IAAND envisions a future where there is …

A global community of dietitians engaged in food and nutrition related health initiatives with diverse

populations
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